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If the baryon asymmetry of the Universe is produced by leptogenesis, CP violation is required
in the lepton sector. In the seesaw extension of the Standard Model with three hierarchical right-
handed neutrinos, we show that the baryon asymmetry is insensitive to the PMNS phases: thermal
leptogenesis can work for any value of the observable phases. This result was well-known when there
are no flavour effects in leptogenesis; we show that it remains true when flavour effects are included.

Introduction: CP violation is required to produce the
puzzling excess of matter (baryons) over anti-matter
(anti-baryons) observed in the Universe[1]. If this Baryon
Asymmetry of the Universe (BAU) was made via leptoge-
nesis [2], then CP violation in the lepton sector is needed.
So any observation thereof, for instance in neutrino os-
cillations, would support leptogenesis by demonstrating
that CP is not a symmetry of the leptons. It is interest-
ing to explore whether a stronger statement can be made
about this tantalising link between low-energy observable
CP violation and the BAU.

In this paper, we wish to address a phenomenologi-
cal question: “is the baryon asymmetry sensitive to the
phases of the lepton mixing matrix (PMNS matrix)? ”.
Electroweak precision data was said to be sensitive to the
top mass, meaning that a preferred range for mt could be
extracted from the data. Here, we wish to ask a similar
question, assuming the baryon asymmetry is generated,
via leptogenesis, from the decay of the lightest “right-
handed” (RH) neutrino: given the measured value of the
baryon asymmetry, can an allowed range for the PMNS
phases be obtained?

It was shown in [3] that the BAU produced by thermal
leptogenesis in the type 1 seesaw, without “flavour ef-
fects”, is insensitive to PMNS phases. That is, the PMNS
phases can be zero while leptogenesis works, and the CP
asymmetry of leptogenesis can vanish for arbitrary values
of the PMNS phases. In fact, the “unflavoured” asymme-
try is controlled by phases from the RH sector only, and
it would vanish were this sector CP conserving. How-
ever, it was recently realised that lepton flavour mat-
ters in leptogenesis[4, 5, 6]: in the relevant temperature
range 109 → 1012 GeV, the final baryon asymmetry de-
pends separately on the lepton asymmetry in τs , and
on the lepton asymmetry in muons and electrons. So
in this paper, we revisit the question addressed in [3],
but with the inclusion of flavour effects. Our analysis
differs from recent discussions [7] (2RHN model), [8, 9]
(CP as a symmetry of the N sector), [10] (sequential N
dominance) in that we wish to do a bottom-up analy-
sis of the three generation seesaw. Ideally, we wish to

express the baryon asymmetry in terms of observables,
such as the light neutrino masses and PMNS matrix, and
free parameters. Then, by inspection, one could deter-
mine whether fixing the baryon asymmetry constrained
the PMNS phases.

Notation and review: We consider a seesaw model [11],
where three heavy (M >∼ 109 GeV) majorana neutrinos
NI are added to the Standard Model. The Lagrangian
at the NI mass scale is

L = eR
j
YeijHdℓ

i + N
J
λiJHuℓi + N

J MJK

2
N cK + h.c.

(1)
where the flavour index order on the Yukawa matrices
Ye, λ is left-right, and Hu = iσ2H

∗
d .

There are 6 phases among the 21 parameters of this
Lagrangian. We can work in the mass eigenstate basis of
the charged leptons and the NI , and write the neutrino
Yukawa matrix as

λ = V †
LDλVR , (2)

where Dλ is real and diagonal, and VL, VR are unitary
matrices, each containing three phases. So at the high
scale, one can distinguish CP violation in the left-handed
doublet sector (phases that appear in VL) and in the
right-handed singlet sector (phases in VR). Leptogenesis
can work when there are phases in either or both sectors.

At energies accessible to experiment, well below the NI

mass scale, the light (LH) neutrinos acquire an effective
Majorana mass matrix [20]:

[m ] = λM−1λT v2 = UDmUT (3)

where v = 174 GeV is the Higgs vev, Dm is diagonal
with real eigenvalues, and U is the PMNS matrix. There
are nine parameters in [m ], which is “in principle” ex-
perimentally accessible. Two mass differences and two
angles of U are measured, leaving the mass scale, one
angle and three phases of U unknown.

From the above we can write

Dm = U †V †
LDλVRD−1

M V T
R DλV ∗

L U∗v2 (4)
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so we see that the PMNS matrix will generically have
phases if VL and/or VR are complex. Like leptogenesis,
it receives contributions from CP violation in the LH and
RH sectors. Thus it seems “probable”, or even “natural”,
that there is some relation between the CP violation of
leptogenesis and of the PMNS matrix. However, the no-
tion of relation or dependence is nebulous [12], so we
address the more clear and simple question of whether
the baryon asymmetry is sensitive to PMNS phases. By
this we mean: if the total baryon asymmetry is fixed, and
we assume to know all the neutrino masses and mixing
angles, can we predict ranges for the PMNS phases?

We suppose that the baryon asymmetry is made via
leptogenesis, in the decay of the lightest singlet N1, with
M1 ∼ 1010 GeV. Flavour effects are relevant in this tem-
perature range [4, 5, 6], [21]. N1 decays to leptons ℓα, an
amount ǫαα more than to anti-leptons ℓα, and this lep-
ton asymmetry is transformed to a baryon asymmetry by
SM processes (sphalerons). We will further suppose that
the partial decay rates of N1 to each flavour are faster
than the expansion rate of the Universe H . This im-
plies that N1 decays are close to equilibrium, and there
is a significant washout of the lepton asymmetry due to
N1 interactions (strong washout regime); we discuss later
why this assumption does not affect our conclusions.

Flavour effects are relevant in leptogenesis[4, 5, 6] be-
cause the final asymmetry cares which leptons ℓ are
distinguishable. N1 interacts only via its Yukawa cou-
pling, which controls its production and destruction. The
washout of the asymmetry, by decays, inverse decays and
scatterings of N1, is therefore crucial for leptogenesis to
work, because otherwise the opposite sign asymmetry
generated at early times during N1 production would
cancel the asymmetry produced as they disappear. To
obtain the washout rates (for instance, for ℓ+Hu → N1),
one must know the initial state particles, that is, which
leptons are distinguishable.

At T ∼ M1, when the asymmetry is generated, SM
interactions can be categorised as much faster than H ,
of order H , or much slower. Interactions that are slower
than H can be neglected. H−1 is the age of the Universe
and the timescale of leptogenesis, so the faster interac-
tions should be resummed— for instance into thermal
masses. In the temperature range 109 <∼ T <∼ 1012 GeV,
interactions of the τ Yukawa are faster than H , so the
ℓτ doublet is distinguishable (has a different “thermal
mass”) from the other two lepton doublets. The decay
of N1 therefore produces asymmetries in B/3 − Lτ , and
in B/3 − Lo, where ℓo (“other”) is the projection in ℓe

and ℓµ space, of the direction into which N1 decays[14]:

ℓ̂o = (λµ1µ̂ + λe1ê)/
√
|λµ1|2 + |λe1|2. Following [6], we

approximate these asymmetries to evolve independently.
In this case, the baryon to entropy ratio can be written
as the sum over flavour of the flavoured CP asymmetries
ǫαα times a flavour-dependent washout parameter ηα < 1
which is obtained by solving the relevant flavoured Boltz-

mann equations [4, 5, 6]:

YB ≃ 12

37

1

3g∗
(ǫττητ + ǫooηo) (5)

where g∗ = 106.75 counts entropy, and the 12/37 is the
fraction of a B −L asymmetry which, in the presence of
sphalerons, is stored in baryons.

In the limit of hierarchical RH neutrinos, the CP asym-
metry in the decay N1 → ℓαH can be written as

ǫαα ≃ − 3M1

16πv2[λ†λ]11
Im{[λ]α1[m

†λ]α1} (6)

where m is defined in eqn (3).
In the case of “ strong washout” for all flavours, which

corresponds to Γ(N1 → ℓαHu) > H(T=M1) for α = τ, o,
the washout factor is approximately [6, 15]

ηα ≃ 1.3

(
m∗

6Aααm̃αα

)1.16

→ m∗

5Aααm̃αα
(7)

where there is no sum on α, m∗ ≃ 10−3 eV, and Aττ ≃
Aoo ∼ 2/3 [6, 14] [22]. The (rescaled) N1 decay rate is

m̃ =
∑

α

m̃αα =
∑

α

|λα1|2
M1

v2 (8)

An equation: Combining equations (5), (6), and (7), we
obtain YB ∝ ǫττ/m̃ττ + ǫoo/m̃oo, where (α not summed)

ǫαα

m̃αα
=

3M1

16πv2m̃

∑

β

Im{λ̂αmαβ λ̂β}
|λβ |
|λα|

(9)

and the Yukawa couplings of N1 have been written as a
phase factor times a magnitude : λ̂α|λα| = λ∗

α1. So the
baryon asymmetry can be approximated as

YB ≃ Y bd
B

(
Im{λ̂τ· m· λ̂τ}

matm
+

Im{λ̂o· m· λ̂o}
matm

+
Im{λ̂τ· m· λ̂o}

matm

[ |λo|
|λτ |

+
|λτ |
|λo|

])
1

Aττ
(10)

The prefactor of the parentheses

Y bd
B =

12

37

M1matm

16πv2

m∗

5g∗m̃
is the upper bound on the

baryon asymmetry, that would be obtained in the strong
washout case by neglecting flavour effects. Recall that
this equation is only valid in strong washout for all
flavours.

This equation reproduces the observation [6], that:
(i) for equal asymmetries and equal decay rates of all
distinguishable flavours, flavour effects increase the up-
per bound on the baryon asymmetry by

∑
a A−1

aa ∼ 3.
(ii) More interestingly, having stronger washout in one
flavour, can increase the baryon asymmetry [via the term
in brackets]. So models in which the Yukawa coupling
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λτ1 is significantly different from λµ1, λe1, can have an
enhanced baryon asymmetry (with cooperation from the
phases).

Finally, this equation is attractive step towards writing
the baryon asymmetry as a real function of real param-
eters ( Y bd

B , depending on M1 and m̃1), times a phase
factor [16]. In this case, the phase factor is a sum of three
terms, depending on the phases of the N1 Yukawa cou-
plings, light neutrino mass matrix elements normalised
by the heaviest mass, and a (real) ratio of Yukawas.

CP violation: In this section, we would like to use eqn
(10) to show that the baryon asymmetry is insensitive to
the PMNS phases. The parameters of the lepton sector
can be divided into “measurables”, which are the neu-
trino and charged lepton masses, and the three angles
and three phases of the PMNS matrix U . The remaining
9 parameters are unmeasurable. We want to show that
for any value of the PMNS phases, there is at least one
point in the parameter space of the unmeasurables where
a large enough baryon asymmetry is obtained. The ap-
proximations leading to eqn (10) are only valid in a subset
of the unmeasurable parameter space, but if we can find
points in this subspace, we are done. We first show ana-
lytically that such points exist, then we do a parameter
space scan to confirm that leptogenesis can work for any
value of the PMNS phases.

If the phases of the λα1 were independent of the PMNS
phases, and a big enough YB could be obtained for some
value of the PMNS phases, then our claim is true by
inspection: for any other values, the phases of the λα1

could be chosen to reproduce the same YB . However,
there is in general some relation between the phases of
m and those of λα1, so we proceed by looking for an area
of parameter space where the phases of the λα1 can be
freely varied without affecting the “measurables”. Then
we check that a large enough baryon asymmetry can be
obtained.

Such an area of parameter space can be found using
the R matrix parametrisation of Casas-Ibarra [17], where
the complex orthogonal matrix R is defined such that

λv ≡ UD
1/2
m RD

1/2
M . Taking a simple R of the form

R =




cosφ 0 − sinφ

0 1 0
sin φ 0 cosφ



 (11)

and parametrising U = V P , where V is a CKM-like uni-
tary matrix with one “Dirac” phase e−iδ appearing with
sin θ13, and P = diag{eiϕ1/2, eiϕ2/2, 1}, gives

λτ1v√
M1m3

= Uτ1

√
m1

m3
cosφ + Uτ3 sin φ ≃ sinφ√

2
(12)

λµ1v√
M1m3

= Uµ1

√
m1

m3
cosφ + Uµ3 sin φ ≃ sin φ√

2
(13)

λe1v√
M1m3

= Ue1

√
m1

m3
cosφ + Ue3 sin φ (14)

where we took hierarchical neutrino masses. We neglect
λe1 because its absolute value is small. With this choice
of the unknown R, the phases of the λα1 are effectively
independent of the PMNS phases. So for any choice of
PMNS phases that would appear on the m of eqn (10),
the phases of the Yukawa couplings can be chosen inde-
pendently, to ensure enough CP violation for leptogene-
sis.

We now check that a large enough baryon asymmetry
can be obtained in this area of parameter space. The
parentheses of eqn (10) can be written explicitly as

Im

{
sin2 φ∗

| sin φ|2 (mττ + mµµ + 2mµτ )

}
1

matm
(15)

Writing φ∗ = ρ− iω, the final baryon asymmetry can be
estimated from eqn (10) as

YB

10−10
≃ −

(
M1

1011GeV

)
sin ρ cos ρ sinhω coshω

(sin2 ρ cosh2 ω + cos2 ρ sinh2 ω)2

(16)
which can equal the observed 8.7+0.3

−0.4 × 10−11 [18] for
M1 ∼ few ×1010 GeV, and judicious choices of ρ and ω.

A similar argument can be made if the light neutrino
mass spectrum is inverse hierarchical.

The scatter plots of figure 1 show that a large enough
baryon asymmetry can be obtained for any value of the
PMNS phases.
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FIG. 1: A random selection of points where the baryon asym-
metry is large enough, for some choice of the unmeasurable
parameters of the seesaw. The light neutrino masses are
taken non-degenerate, and the Majorana phase of the small-
est one can be neglected. The “Dirac” phase δ is defined
such that Ue3 = sin θ13e

−iδ, and β is the majorana phase of
m2 = |m2|e

2iβ . The baryon asymmetry arises in the decay of
N1 of mass M1 = 1010 GeV.

The plots are obtained by fixing M1 = 1010 GeV, and
the measured neutrino parameters to their central val-
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ues. To mimic the possibility that β and δ could be
determined ±15o, β-δ space is divided into 50 squares.
In each square, the programme randomly generates val-
ues for: β, δ, .001 < θ13 < .2, the smallest neutrino mass
<
√

∆m2
sol/10, and the three complex angles of the R

matrix. It estimates the baryon asymmetry from the
analytic approximations of [6], and puts a cross if it is
big enough. The programme is a proto-Monte-Carlo-
Markov-Chain, preferring to explore parameter space
where the baryon asymmetry is large enough.

Parametrising with the R matrix imposes a particular
measure (prior) on parameter space. This could mean
we only explore a class of models. This is ok because the
aim is only to show that, for any PMNS phases, a large
enough asymmetry can be found.

Discussion: The relevant question, in discussing the
“relation” between CP violation in the PMNS matrix and
in leptogenesis, is whether the baryon asymmetry is sen-
sitive to the PMNS phases. The answer was “no” for un-
flavoured leptogenesis in the Standard Model seesaw[3].
This was not surprising; the seesaw contains more phases
than the PMNS matrix, and many unmeasurable real
parameters which can be ajusted to obtain a big enough
asymmetry. In this paper, we argue that the answer does
not change with the inclusion of flavour effects in lepto-
genesis: for any value of the PMNS phases, it is possible
to find a point in the space of unmeasurable seesaw pa-
rameters, such that leptogenesis works. This “flavoured”
asymmetry can be written as a function of PMNS phases,
and unmeasurables as entered the unflavoured calcula-
tion. These can still be ajusted to get a big enough
asymmetry. In view of this discouraging conclusion, it
is maybe worth to emphasize that CP violation from
both the left-handed and right-handed neutrino sectors,
contributes both to the PMNS matrix and the baryon
asymmetry. Moreover, the answer to this question in an
MSUGRA framework, with additional information from
lepton flavour violating observables[19], is still work in
progress.

In the demonstration that the baryon asymmetry (pro-
duced via thermal leptogenesis) is insensitive to PMNS
phases, we found an interesting approximation for the
“phase of leptogenesis” (see eqn (10)), when all lepton
flavours are in strong washout.
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